Agrifood 2025+: the opportunity for Western Australia

Department of
Agriculture and Food

This document summarises some of the key pieces of evidence that have informed DAFWA’s understanding of doubling
the value of the agrifood sector between 2013 and 2025. Much of this evidence has come from reports commissioned
by DAFWA. Click on the hyperlinks to access them.

Some mature industries, such as grains, do not feature strongly in this summary – they have not been the focus of
recent DAFWA-commissioned research as their growth opportunity is already well understood and, for example,
documented in the WA Grains Industry Strategy 2025+1.
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We can double the real value of the WA agrifood sector.
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Australia could capture an
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To achieve competitive advantage Australia needs:
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We know what needs to be done to realise the opportunity
We know the Asian market, what
it wants and what WA can produce

We know the potential investors and
what they want

We know what businesses need for
WA to be internationally competitive

We know the value northern WA
can add

We know what infrastructure the state
needs to support this growth

High growth, high value premium opportunities7:
• Wine, beer | Chocolate | Processed ham,
sausages | Honey | Fluid milk | Yoghurt
Oranges/mandarins | Carrots | Apples
Avocados | Prawns | Rock lobster | Beef
Sheep | Pork | Virgin olive oil | Animal pellets
Rolled oats

Their capital will target:
• developing the sector’s value chains
• transforming WA’s raw materials into
consumer-ready goods
• intensifying existing production systems8

• Value chain productivity
• Available resources (land, water, labour,
inputs)
• World-class production systems
• Efficient primary wholesale/processing
• Efficient value-added processing
• Accessible markets9

Opportunities in Asia and the Middle East
with high growth potential and a good fit for
developing the north10:

The Seizing the Opportunity Infrastructure
Fund is targeting priorities11:
• Mobile technology
• Coastal Doppler radars
• Key commodity freight roads

Good
• Oils: olive, sunflower, mint
Fresh grapes | Walnuts | Dried beans
Compressed hay
Better
• Cane sugar | Pistachios
Lentils | Soya beans
Lucerne hay | Castor oil
Best
• Cassava | Sesame seeds
Sorghum | Almonds
Cotton

Action: strategic direction for DAFWA
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